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Muon-spin-rotation measurements of the penetration depth in the YBa2Cu4O8 family
of superconductors
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We report muon-spin-rotation (mSR! measurements of the in-plane magnetic penetration depth (lab) in
polycrystalline Ca- and La-doped YBa2Cu4O8 superconductors withTc ranging from 72 to 88 K. In all samples
the temperature dependence of themSR depolarization rates(T)}1/lab

2 (T) is linear below;25 K. This is
similar to what was observed in recentmSR and surface impedance experiments on YBa2Cu3O72d single
crystals. The low-temperature behavior ofs(T)/s(0)5lab

2 (0)/lab
2 (T) shows practically no dependence on

doping when plotted versust5T/Tc . This observation puts important constraints on models proposed to
explain the linear temperature dependence oflab in cuprate superconductors at low temperatures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic field penetration depthl is one of the fun-
damental lengths of a superconductor that in the clean l
is given by the London formula

1/l25
m0e2ns

m*
, ~1!

wherem* is the effective mass of the superconducting c
riers andns is the superconducting carrier density. The te
perature dependencel(T) reflects the quasiparticle densi
of states available for thermal excitations and theref
probes the superconducting gap structure. In addition,
zero-temperature valuel(0) sets a scale for the screening
an external magnetic field. Therefore, a systematic and c
prehensive study of the magnetic penetration depth and
temperature dependence in various families of cuprates
considerable importance for understanding the occurrenc
superconductivity in these materials.

The muon-spin-rotation (mSR! technique is a unique too
to probe the microscopic magnetic flux distribution in t
bulk of a type-II superconductor. DetailedmSR investiga-
tions of polycrystalline high-Tc superconductors~HTSC!
have demonstrated thatl can be obtained from the muo
spin depolarization rates(T);1/l2(T), which probes the
magnetic field distribution in the mixed state.1 One of the
most interesting results ofmSR investigations in HTSC is a
remarkable empirical relation betweenTc and the zero-
temperature depolarization rates(0) that seems to be uni
versal for many underdoped HTSC.2,3 This experimental
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~6!/3457~5!/$15.00
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finding was taken as evidence for a Bose-Einstein conde
tion of preformed real-space pairs.2 It is important to note
that the value ofs(0) is reliable and can be determined
absolute values especially well bymSR. However, the tem-
perature dependence ofs and hence of the penetration dep
as determined bymSR has proved to be controversial.
s-wave BCS theory the temperature dependence of depo
ization rate at low temperatures (T!Tc) is expected to be

Ds~T!/s~0!522Dl~T!/l~0!

;~D0 /kT!1/2exp~2D0 /kT!, ~2!

whereD0 is the isotropic energy gap. EarlymSR studies on
polycrystalline HTSC have concluded thats has a weak tem-
perature dependence forT!Tc , suggesting there is an en
ergy gap in the spectrum of excitations,4,5 as expected for
conventionals-wave pairing. On the other hand, microwav
surface impedance measurements on high-quality sin
crystals of YBa2Cu3O72d ~Y123!,6 Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8,7,8 and
Tl2Ba2CuO61d ~Ref. 9! have found a linear temperature d
pendence inl at low temperatures, suggesting a pairing st
with nodes in the gap. More recentmSR measurements o
high-quality Y123 single crystals10 also revealed a linea
temperature dependence ofl up to 0.4Tc , in accord with
microwave measurements. It is not clear whymSR measure-
ments in polycrystalline and single-crystal samples give d
ferent l(T) dependencies at low temperatures. It was s
gested that small amounts of impurities or other crystall
imperfections can change the low-temperature beha
l(T) from a linear to a quadratic dependence,10 that is dif-
ficult to distinguish from the BCS behavior without preci
low-temperature data.
3457 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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To shine more light on this problem, we decided to p
form mSR measurements of the penetration depth
YBa2Cu4O8 ~Y124! with a special attention to the low
temperature behavior. The structure of Y124 is distinguis
by its high thermal stability and fixed oxygen stoichiome
with well-ordered double CuO chains. EarlymSR measure-
ments ofl(T) in Y124 gave controversial results. Zimme
mannet al.11 found thatl(T) can be described by the wea
coupling BCS model, whereas Ansaldoet al.12 observed a
significant deviation from BCS behavior. In both cases
statements about the pairing mechanism were made on
basis of the overall behavior ofl(T) rather than from the
low-temperature region.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Polycrystalline samples were synthesized from stoich
metric mixtures of Y2O3, BaCO3, and CuO. Powder sample
were fired in air at 820–900 °C with frequent intermedia
grinding and pelletizing. The 124 phase was obtained a
final high oxygen pressure synthesis for 10 h in 20%
oxygen in argon at a total pressure of 3 kbar~600 bars O2
pressure! at 1050 °C followed by slow cooling to room tem
perature. The crystal structure was examined by x-ray p
der diffraction. All samples were proven to be single phas
with the Ammmsymmetry. The samples used in this stu
were sintered polycrystalline disks of YBa2Cu4O8 ~Y124,
Tc581 K!, Y0.94Ca0.06Ba2Cu4O8 ~Y124-Ca0.06,Tc588 K!,
YBa1.925La0.075Cu4O8 ~Y124-La0.075, Tc574 K!, and
YBa1.9La0.1Cu4O8 ~Y124-La0.10,Tc572 K!. The transition
temperature~onset of superconductivity as measured by
magnetization! is changed with La and Ca doping due
hole filling or hole doping, respectively.

The transverse-fieldmSR ~TF-mSR! measurements wer
performed on beam-linepM3 at the Paul Scherrer Institut
~PSI, Switzerland! using low-momentum muons~29 MeV/c)
in the temperature range 2–300 K. A detailed discussion
the TF-mSR technique is given in Ref. 5 where details of t
application of the technique to determinel can be found.

The quantity measured in TF-mSR experiment is the time
evolution of spin polarizationP(t) of implanted~originally
100% polarized! muons. The muon-spin-polarization sign
in an applied field consists of a precession function mo
lated by the spin depolarization functionG(t), whose Fou-
rier transform gives the field probability distributionp(B) in
the bulk of the sample. In the mixed state of a type-II sup
conductor the probability distributionp(B) is given by the
spatially varying fields from the vortex lattice and therefo
depends on the magnetic penetration depth. For instance
an isotropic extreme type-II superconductor with a perf
triangular vortex lattice, the second moment^DB2& of the
field distribution is directly related to the penetration dep
via

^DB2&50.00371F0
2l24, ~3!

whereF0 is the magnetic flux quantum.13 However, in prac-
tice, conventional Fourier transform methods exhibit seve
problems. Significant noise in the time signal at long tim
due to finite count rates, is distributed over the whole
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frequency space. Furthermore, only a finite time window
available to the experiment, leading to further aberrations
the frequency spectra.

DetailedmSR experiments in polycrystalline cuprate s
perconductors have shown that the internal field distribut
in the mixed state can be well approximated by a Gauss
distribution.5 In this case, the time dependence of the mu
spin polarizationP(t)}exp(2s2t2/2) and the effective pen
etration depthle f f ~powder average! can be extracted from
the mSR depolarization rates;le f f

22 . It was shown14,15 that
in polycrystalline samples of highly anisotropic systems su
as the HTSC (lc /lab.5), le f f is dominated by the shorte
penetration depthlab due to the supercurrents flowing in th
CuO2 planes:le f f51.31lab .16 The constant of proportion
ality betweens andlab

22 depends on the symmetry and reg
larity of the flux lattice distribution of the demagnetizatio
factors due to varying grain sizes and grain shapes in p
crystalline samples of highly anisotropic type-II superco
ductors. In the following analysis, we will be interested
the temperature dependence ofs ~and hencel! and that the
exact value of the constant of proportionality is not crucia

In the present study we analyzedmSR spectra using both
Gaussian approximation and direct Fourier transform ba
on a maximum entropy algorithm17 with no prior assump-
tions on the form of the distribution. It was found that
Gaussian distribution of local fields gives a reasonable e
mate of^DB2& in agreement with previous studies.5 There-
fore, in this paper we use the Gaussian approximation
p(B) that has the advantage that no uncontrolled system
errors are introduced in the data evaluation procedure, so
the results from different samples and workers can easily
compared.

Equation~3! is only valid for high magnetic fields (Bext
.2m0Hc1), where the second moment of the field distrib
tion ^DB2& is field independent.13 To check for this, we mea-
sureds}^DB2&1/2 as a function of the applied field atT52
K. As can be seen from the inset of Fig. 1,s was practically
field independent aboveBext.30 mT. Based on these mea
surements, we studied the temperature dependence ofs in a

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of themSR depolarization rate
s for pure, Ca- and La-doped Y124 superconductors. Inset: de
larization rate as a function of the external fieldBext for a Y124
sample at 2 K.
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magnetic field of 200 mT. The samples were always coo
to low temperatures in a field, to induce a homogene
vortex lattice.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of
transverse-field muon spin depolarization rates for the dif-
ferent samples. It can be seen that all samples exhibit a li
term below;25 K, in contrast to a flat behavior expecte
from an isotropic BCS-like gap. This is more clearly show
in Fig. 2 where the low-temperature behavior ofs is pre-
sented. The solid lines are fits tos(T)5s(0)(12aT). The
value of a is slightly increasing with decreasingTc from
5.831023 K21 to 8.731023 K21 ~see Table I! and is close
to the value of 7.531023 K21 obtained frommSR measure-
ments on single-crystal YBa2Cu3O6.95.10 To check whether
the observed linear low-temperature behavior ofs is intrin-
sic or is due to changes in the behavior of the flux lattice,
repeated the measurements after slow and fast cooling, u
warming and cooling, and also in different magnetic fiel
These experiments show no change in the low-tempera
behavior ofs, confirming the intrinsic character of a linea
temperature dependence ofs.

In Fig. 3~a! we plot the normalizeds(T)/s(0) versus the
reduced temperaturet5T/Tc so that the temperature depe
dencies for samples with different doping levels can be co
pared directly. It is seen from Fig. 3~a! that all samples ex-
hibit quite a similar temperature dependence. Particularly

FIG. 2. The low-temperature part of the depolarization r
s(T) depicted in Fig. 1, showing a linear decrease ofs with tem-
perature. The solid lines are fits to the linear relations(T)
5s(0)(12aT).

TABLE I. Tc and s(0)of thesamples listed. Thes(0) values
were derived by fitting the low-temperature dependences(T)
5s(0)(12aT). Also listed is the parametera, which character-
izes the slope ofs(T) dependence at low temperatures.

Sample Tc ~K! s(0) (ms21) a (K21)

Y0.94Ca0.06Ba2Cu4O8 88 4.10 0.0058
YBa2Cu4O8 81 3.97 0.0072
YBa1.925La0.075Cu4O8 74 3.28 0.0082
YBa1.9La0.1Cu4O8 72 2.99 0.0087
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low temperatures below;0.35Tc all data points collapse
onto a single line@see Fig. 3~b!# that can be well fitted by
s(T)/s(0)512at with the same valuea50.60~5! for all
samples. A similar scaling behavior has recently been fo
by Hardy et al.18 on single-crystal YBa2Cu3O72d with
d50.01, 0.05, and 0.40 from surface impedance meas
ments. Their data at low temperatures are well fitted
l2(0)/l2(T)5120.50(5)t. The quantityl2(0)/l2(T) rep-
resents the normalized superfluid densityns /n0. Thus our
results on Y124 and those of Hardyet al. on Y123 indicate
that in HTSCns is decreasing linearly with temperature wi
dns /dt52(0.5– 0.6), independent of doping. Usually, th
linear variation ofl2(0)/l2(T) at low temperatures is inter
preted as a consequence of quasiparticle excitations nea
nodes of a superconducting gap, suggesting an uncon
tional order parameter in the HTSC.19 It was shown,20 how-
ever, that phase fluctuations of the superconducting o
parameter, as proposed by Emery and Kivelson,21 can also
lead to such aT dependence without invoking an unconve
tional order parameter. Any successful theory of HTS
should be able to explain not only the linearT dependence,
but also the observed independence ofdns /dt on doping.

Now let us discuss the zero-temperature values of the
polarization rates~0! obtained for our samples. Figure
showsTc plotted versuss~0! ~Uemura plot2,3! for our Y124
samples together with previous results on Y124~Ref. 22!

e

FIG. 3. ~a! Normalized depolarization rates(T)/s(0) as a
function of reduced temperatureT/Tc . ~b! A closeup of the low-
temperature region ofs(T)/s(0) vsT/Tc depicted in~a!. The solid
line is a fit to the linear relations(T)/s(0)5120.6T/Tc .
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and Y123~Ref. 11! compounds. In the underdoped regim
Tc scales linearly withs~0! on a single universal line fo
most HTSC families as shown by the dashed line in Fig
This is a generic behavior expected for HTSC with Cu2
planesonly. It was found that several HTSC systems co
taining CuO chains exhibit enhanced values ofs~0! com-
pared with the ‘‘Uemura line’’ for ‘‘plane-only’’
systems.22,23 This deviation from Uemura scaling was e
plained by an additional contribution to the superfluid de
sity from disorder-free CuO chains.22,23 Indeed, several ex
periments from various techniques such as NMR24

infrared,25 and thermal conductivity26 indicate that well-
ordered CuO chains, although not intrinsically supercondu
ing, become superconducting due to coupling with the Cu2
planes. WhileTc is practically unaffected, the additiona
condensate density from the superconducting chains
hancess~0!, giving rise to the deviation from Uemura sca
ing.

In Fig. 4 it is seen that ours~0! values are significantly
larger than those reported previously for Y124.22 Since even
sintered powder samples differ in grain size, density, a
other qualities, thes~0! values obtained by different group
may differ slightly unless the samples came from the sa
source and were prepared the same way. However, in
opinion, these extrinsic effects are not strong enough to
plain our largers~0! values compared to the results of oth
groups, especially for the pure Y124 sample. Therefore,
low we consider the possibility that larges~0! in our samples
are due to the enhanced contribution of chain carrier su
conducting condensate. Following Bernhardet al.,22 we as-
sume that the condensate in the chains contributes only to
shielding currents along the direction of the chains. Then
measured depolarization rates~0! is the geometric mean o
the components parallel and perpendicular to the C
chains:s(0)5Aspl(spl1sch), wherespl and sch are the
plane and chain depolarization rates, respectively. Assum

FIG. 4. Tc versus the zero-temperature depolarization rates(0)
for various Y123 and Y124 samples. The dashed line is the uni
sal Uemura line. Solid circles: Y123 data from Zimmermannet al.
~Ref. 11!. Open diamonds: 124 data for YBa1.85La0.15Cu4O8

(Tc563 K!, YBa2Cu4O8 (Tc581 K! and Y0.9Ca0.1Ba2Cu4O8

(Tc587.5 K! from Bernhardet al. ~Ref. 22!. Solid diamonds: 124
data obtained in the present study for YBa1.9La0.1Cu4O8 ~Tc572 K!,
YBa1.925La0.075Cu4O8 ~Tc574 K!, YBa2Cu4O8 ~Tc581 K!, and
Y0.94Ca0.06Ba2Cu4O8 ~Tc588 K!.
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that spl follows the Uemura scaling, we obtainspl'2.15
ms21 for pure Y124 sample. With the measured value of t
depolarization rate ofs(0)53.97 ms21 we thus obtain
sch55.18 ms21. This is about two times larger tha
sch52.44ms21 derived by Bernhardet al.22 for Y124. They
found that the slightest amounts of disorder in the C
chains led to a dramatic suppression of the chain conden
in Y123.22,23 In contrast to Y123, Y124 has well-ordere
CuO chains and the crystal structure tolerates only mi
changes of the oxygen content between20.14 and 0.1 per
unit formula.27 We suggest that although the oxygen nons
ichiometry effects are less dramatic in Y124 they can s
lead to a significant reduction of chain condensate in t
compound. Further experiments are required to clarify t
problem.

Based on their small value ofsch52.44 ms21 for Y124
compared tosch55.3 ms21 for Y123, Bernhardet al.22 con-
cluded that only part of the carriers in the double CuO cha
of Y124 contribute to the superconducting condensate
contrast to the fully oxygenated chains in Y123. Our value
sch55.18 ms21 for Y124, which is comparable to that ob
served in Y123, suggests that in disorder-free CuO chain
Y124 also practicallyall carriers condense to Cooper pair

To summarize, we have studied the in-plane penetra
depth in pure as well as Ca- and La-doped polycrystall
Y124 samples by TF-mSR. The measurements on all samp
reveal a clear linear temperature dependence ofs(T)
;lab

22(T) at low temperatures, similar to that observed
recentmSR and surface impedance studies on Y123 sin
crystals. The low-temperature variation ofs(T)/s(0)
5lab

2 (0)/lab
2 (T) shows practically no dependence on do

ing when plotted versust5T/Tc . This observation puts an
important constraint on models proposed to explain the
ear low-temperature dependence oflab in cuprates.

The measured zero-temperature depolarization r
s(0);ns /m* are larger than those previously reported f
Y124 samples. This may be attributed to an enhanced c
tribution from the chain-carrier superconducting condens
and indicates a lower degree of disorder of the CuO chain
the samples investigated in this work.

To the best of our knowledge, the presented results are
first to show a clear linears(T) dependence at low tempera
tures in unoriented polycrystalline HTSC samples. Pre
ously such a behavior was observed only in high-qua
single crystals, which restricted work in this field to the fe
materials from which such samples can be obtained in su
cient size to permitmSR measurements. The possibility
reveal the characteristic linears(T) dependence in polycrys
talline samples motivates us to perform more compara
studies on different high-temperature superconducting c
pounds in the future.
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